Westminster Choir Receives Enthusiastic Receptions At Southern Conferences Progress

Choirs Under Direction of Dr. Williamson Greeted With Highest Journalistic Accolades; Furfhourbishes South of Mason-Dixon Line; Rohrer Embusses Niptials

As this hour of the Ithacan goes on, the Westminster choir is entering the land of sun shining and singing, where a warm Southern weather has greeted the members of the choir presented through the South. In spite of both the sex-and-sherry, spirit and unusual coolness in the South, fine audiences are greeting Westminster all the way.

For enthusiasm, perhaps Columbus, Ohio, can maintain them most prominently. First of all, the Southern women are as courteous and kind as in the North, and their Southern men are as polite and considerate. And when the choir arrived at their hotel last evening to hear the Southern program, they were flattered to the point of exhaustion. In the arts, however, there was nothing but enthusiasm and appreciation. The performances of the choir were received with a round of applause and a round of applause, and the choir was received with a round of applause and a round of applause.
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The Ithacan School Scholarship

At a recent meeting of the staff of editors and business managers of The Ithacan it was voted unanimously by that body to sponsor some function in the near future which will be aimed at establishing a scholarship loan fund.

The committee in charge immediately drew up a program which school administrators believe will prove attractive to those in need of financial aid.

Predictions are unwise, but it is generally believed that the efforts of this committee will be successful. It is expected to receive at least the three hundred dollars needed to finance one year's tuition in this institution.

According to the scholarship committee at work on the plan, the loan fund will be invested to some student in the class of '32. This student will be chosen by the Faculty and Student Councils, suggestions as to the student which they believe will prove attractive will be welcome.

The loan will be of two years' duration. At the end of that time the student will be required to repay the loan to the institution. The interest rate will be set at a rate that makes the loan attractive for both the student and the institution.

It is pointed out at the outset that members of the Ithaca Staff belonging to the class of '32 will be ineligible for consideration.

The Ithacan School Scholarship

The Ithacan School Scholarship will be used to assist students who are facing financial difficulties and who have demonstrated an ability to succeed academically.

The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of a student's academic record, financial need, and potential for success.

The award will be reviewed annually, and recipients must maintain a certain GPA to remain eligible for future awards.

The Ithacan School Scholarship is a testament to the commitment of the Ithaca community to support education and provide opportunities for future generations.

The Flying Finger

204 N. Aurora St.
DIAL 2148

Yarns... Gifts... Jewelry

Favors and Novelties

Have you tried our regular dinners? If you have not, come in and be so con

sidered! What are we at-if the famous fare of the Flying Finger is not good enough for you, we have something else in store for you.

Enthusiasm:

"Dennisisms"

Who Cut the Cherry Tree?

Poor George! He's been raked over the coals 'considerable' while the froze, the tradition, the myth, all the glory that was his has been challenged.

In fact, contemporary writers want us to believe that our first president was actually human. Well, we can agree on one point: George Washington certainly had a mouth.

Create a little history on your own by signing a Declaration of Independence with Dennis.

I. E. & W. E. DENNIS, District Agents

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

234 E. State St. DIAL 2151

Ithaca, N.Y.

"MUSIC NEWS"

The William School of Expansions and Dramatic Art will stage an American monologue reading of Philip Barry's "French Without Tears" in the Little Theatre on Thursday, March 2 at 7:15 p.m.

The play follows the escapades of Miss Katherine Boyle, a schoolteacher who is reading the novel. Miss Boyle is a character who has been described as having high praise for the talent given to the central thought and that this thought is profound.

"A HOBBY"

The Passing of the Little Theatre productions. She has appeared in The Full House, The Pirates, The Tennis Match, The Pinnings of the Third Floor Book, Can't Wear, Kiss Martin Chewstone, The Ringle, The Queen's Husband, Spain in the Sun, Crooks, Lightroom, Zephyr, and The Tyranny of the Strong. Her portrayal of Helena in Shakespeare's The Tyranny of the Strong was very convincing and indicated the ability that is there.

Miss Boyle is a member of the Chamber fraternity and the Oracle. For one year she was editor-in-chief at the One-A-Week and is at present the assistant librarian.
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FRATERNITY NOTICES

MU PHI ALPHA

The house was about as jolly and warm as usual. Friday night was the last Thursday and Friday. A number of the corps were in, with the band on its trip to nearby

DELTA PHI

The house had been cold and dark ever since the news of the departure of our band for the trip. The house was quiet, and only a few of our brothers were around. There was no sign of anything pleasant happening. However, the band returned on Saturday, and things began to look up.

Gladys Reiner, one of our new pledges, has moved into the house. We all know that she is very happy to be in the house.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

At our meeting regular meeting last week, two new officers were elected to serve for the year.

WILLIAMS HALL

Mr. Williams has stepped in to take the place of the outgoing president. He is carrying on in a capable manner.

The program, with room for growth, will follow us through the year.

DELTA PHI

Be sure to keep up on your work, especially in the sciences. It is important to have a good basis for future studies.

NEWMAN HALL

Newman Hall is now open for the new year. It is a beautiful place, and we are all looking forward to the new year.

PHI MU ALPHA

We are glad to have you all back. We have missed you during your trip. We look forward to seeing you all again in a few days.

Ginny Jarvis, one of our bright, shining members of the Delta chapter. Ginny Jarvis, is a splendid souvenir for the years that she will spend at Ithaca.

CHAMPIONSHIP VOTE

The championship has been decided. We are looking forward to the next meeting.

PHI EPSILON KAPPA

The meeting was for the election of new officers. The best of luck and congratulations to the new officers.
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Residence Halls

The house was about as jolly and warm as usual. Friday night was the last Thursday and Friday. A number of the corps were in, with the band on its trip to nearby.

Phi Mu Alpha are bright, shining members of the Delta chapter. Ginny Jarvis, is a splendid souvenir for the years that she will spend at Ithaca.
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ITHACA ACTORS WELL RECEIVED IN 3-ACT PLAY

Playing before a capacity audience, the Agora players presented a three-act comedy on Friday evening that was one of the finest amateur productions seen on the local stage. The direction was under the supervision of Miss Evelyn Hanson and Miss Sadie Daiber, members of the play coaching class. The quality with which the scenes were presented and the excellent interpretation of the lines were a credit to the producers. Only in one or two places did the production seem to fail, and that cause was due to lack of concentration rather than to difficult staging or lack of direction. Much of the play's success is credited to the coaching.

The play itself is built upon an old and much used plot, but the cleverness and sparkling brilliancy of many of the lines make one forget that one has seen the plot many times before, or that he knows just what is coming next.

Miss Pat Anne Frawley, in the part of Elinor, was one of the most entertaining, slyly-beautiful-by-impuestos members in the well-balanced cast. Charles E. Harrison played the part of Sandy Ver- rill with a naturalness befitting a student and entertaining. As an English Tudor, Charles Amsworth was perfect. His natural English diction and pronunciation gave him the opportunity for an excellent character portrayal.

Miss Helen La Chance gave the part of Vera Lawrence, the actress, a poise and bearing that was the chief asset in her interpretation of the haughty stage beauty. Louis Hausenreider gave the part of Alexander Verill with sufficient characterization. Leo Georgiou was splendidly cast to type, and, in the part of Montague Jordan, provided many of the comedy lines and much action. His manner of speaking lines fitted perfectly with the type of character he impersonated.

Miss Bernice Claps, in the part of Lady Penhobish, presented to the audience an understanding and likable characterization. Miss Al- miss Butler as Mrs. Alloway, the nurse, played a small part well.

The Little Theater Orchestra under the direction of Charles Brown, provided the music for the evening. Mr. Brown and his orchestra are an inspiration to the players behind the curtain.

Elise Crous to Stee is the first of a series of plays to be presented by outside organizations in the Little Theatre. A contrast for outside plays was organized for the two-fold purpose of giving the play coaching class some real experience and of promoting an interest in dramatics among the various organizations. The plays that follow will be announced at a later date.

If you have not tried our service you still have a pleasant surprise in store. You will like your wholesome, delicious food.

The Monarch Restaurant
A Real Laundry Service

Ithaca Laundries Inc.
102 Adams St.
City Office—132 East Seneca St.

BASKET-BALL HARTWICK VS. Ithaca Affiliated Schools SATURDAY, FEB. 28--I. S. P. E. GYM--8:15
ADMISSION—50c
DANCING AFTER THE GAME

Now Showing--
Many items of interest in apparel for spring--
Also complete stock for all formal occasions
The Cornell Shop "THE CAMPUS STORE FOR MEN"
105 Dryden Road

WESTMINSTERS ACCLAIMED ON NOTABLE TOUR

ROCKER'S

"Where Better Apparel Cost Less"

ROCKER'S
Fashion Shop
118 East State St.

DURING LENT

"Say It With Flowers"
Self denial is the true Spirit of Lent.
Send Flowers to others. To the sick, unnamed and without lights, in sliding noisily across the River Styx.

The Bool Floral Co., Inc.
215 East State St.
Dial 2758

Lent's Music Store
116 N. Aurora

WHY NOT--
Rent a VICTROLA and contact the latest developments concerning your work?
Reasonable Rates.
Our stock of Records covers the majority of numbers used in your courses.

LANO'S FOR PIANOS

Lent's Music Store
116 N. Aurora

Ithaca Stationary Co.
107 West State Street

"The Statiton Where Your Business Is Appreciated"

Flower Fone 2758

ATWATER'S
We always have a varied assortment of FRESH FRUIT
Buy some for your room.
Special baskets of fruit on order

The Senate Restaurant
106 North Aurora Street

The Place To Dine Well In Pleasant Surroundings.
Three Course Dinner at 40c
Other Dinners—50c 65c
Served 11 A.M. to 9 P.M.
A la Carte 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

MRS. H. S. SULLIVAN

BUSSES FOR CHARTER
For All Occasions

DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.
401-409 E. State Street
Dial 2531
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This is your year book.

We know when you see it you will be glad that you did subscribe.

Initial payment only $1.00